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and religious /moral verse, Guittone’s poetic production offered a sustained critique
of fin’amor. To accomplish this, the poet needed to accommodate the two distinct
voices—that of the pre-palinode love poet and that of the cantor rectitudinis—to tell
the story of his religious conversion. Bowe characterizes it as a performance that
recast Guittone’s previous output as folly and shame while still allowing the voice of
the erotic poet to sound. Hence, Guittone’s verse consists of a dialogue between two
facets of his literary output, the younger love poet and the older religious author.

e second and third chapters treat the two major figures of the dolce stil nuovo,
Guido Guinizzelli and Guido Cavalcanti, both of whom responded to Guittone.
Guido Guinizzelli’s development as a poet occurred not through a palinode, as in
the case of Guittone, but over the course of several tenzoni. He answered other
writers, and in so doing developed his own unique notions about love. In the third
chapter Bowe argues that Cavalcanti, like Guittone, focused on a presentation of
himself, though not in the context of a narrative structure. Bowe describes Caval-
canti’s poetics as a polyphonic performance of subjectivity in which the voices of
multiple synecdoches—the poet’s writing implements, or the organs of his body, for
example—collectively generated the image of the poetic persona. In very different
ways, the concept of dialogue informs the lyric productions of both Guinizzelli and
Cavalcanti.

e last two chapters cover Dante’s literary output. Chapter  charts Dante’s
relationship with the previous three writers, focusing on his representation of them
in the Commedia. Lastly, in the fih chapter Bowe discusses the Guittonian and
Cavalcantian echoes in the dream of the Siren in Purgatorio . In these final
chapters Bowe effectively pulls together the threads laid out earlier in the volume.

In conclusion, with this monograph Bowe has made a valuable contribution to
scholarship on the poetry of the Duecento. He demonstrates the subtleties in the
poets’ interactions with one another and with their own poetic corpora.
U  A F A

Letterati, artisti, mecenati del Seicento e del Settecento: identità culturali tra Antico
e Moderno. Ed. by M D M. (Quaderni sull’Età e la Cultura del
Barocco, ) Florence: Olschki. . xiv+ pp.;  figs. €. ISBN ––
––.

Where does the baroque end and the neoclassical begin? is is the question at the
heart of this collection of essays on the relationship between the ‘antique’ and the
‘modern’. e authors challenge simple narratives which portray the neoclassical
as a shi towards antique purity, unpicking the multifaceted relationship between
classical sources and classicizing art.

e five essays published here are the fruit of scholarships awarded by the
Fondazione  in Turin, as part of the same programme of research that pro-
duced the Fondazione’s exhibition ‘Sfida al Barocco: Roma Torino Parigi –
’ (‘Challenge to the Baroque: Rome Turin Paris –’) in . e
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period – too oen falls between the boundaries of periodization, not
easily categorized as either baroque or neoclassical, yet viewed as central to the
emergence of the ‘modern’. By placing this transitional period centre stage, the
exhibition offered a chance to take a detailed look at the process of stylistic and
intellectual change, mapping its variety and complexity. Unfortunately, having been
held mid-pandemic, this substantial re-examination of an important period will
not have reached the wide audience it deserved.

It is thus good news that this volume reiterates and traces the empirical under-
pinnings of the exhibition’s central claims. e contributors share a commitment to
expanding histories focused on Rome and Paris to encompass developments rooted
in other places too, including Genoa, Venice, and the cities of Northern Europe.
ey also tell the story of an accidental revolution: a taming of baroque excess that
was not a conscious rejection of what had come before, but rather an inadvertent
by-product of artists responding to old models in new contexts.

Giacomo Montanari opens with a reconsideration of the career of Giovanni
Benedetto Castiglione (Il Grechetto). Moving beyond the obvious story of forma-
tive Roman influences, Montanari offers evidence that Castiglione’s art was also
shaped by his early years in Genoa. In an imaginative move, Montanari turns to
the library of Castiglione’s master, Giovan Battista Paggi, suggesting that the influ-
ence of these books—including a selection of alchemical treatises—can be found
in Castiglione’s artistic works, and that they provide a hitherto overlooked key to
Castiglione’s broader artistic philosophy.

Valeria Di Giuseppe Di Paolo explores the importance of classical models for
the artists of the later seventeenth-century French Royal Academy of Painting and
Sculpture. Ironically, at the very moment in which the French aimed to develop
a distinctive national style, they turned to Italian depictions of the classical world
as the foundation of an artistic education, making painstaking copies of works by
Raphael and others. But in the realm of sculpture there was more opportunity—
even a need—for experimentation, as incomplete ancient models were adapted to
create new works true to modern life.

By employing a prosopographical approach to the early eighteenth-century
French ‘generation of ’, Alessia Rizzo achieves a delicate balance between
collective trends and individual idiosyncrasy. Careful attention to social networks
is also a theme of Sara Piselli’s piece on the court of Cardinal Pietro Ottoboni. Tran-
scending boundaries between different artistic forms, Piselli emphasizes the close
relationship between developments in painting and sculpture. Meanwhile, Claudia
Tarallo turns to literature, tackling the puzzle of why late seventeenth-century Italy
did not produce epic poetry with a reputation to match that of Tasso or Ariosto,
despite having such dramatic events as the Ottoman War to work with.

By breaking down artificial divisions between different spheres of early modern
intellectual and artistic culture, these essays offer a wealth of suggestions for future
research. e collection would have achieved greater historiographical coherence
and he if the authors or editor had attempted a fuller synthesis of the findings
of these diverse case studies in the Introduction or in a concluding chapter. But
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if the volume succeeds in demonstrating the scope for publication of other more
systematic accounts (written, perhaps, by some of its contributors), it will have
rendered a valuable service.
P C, O E D

Gadda: interpreti a confronto. Ed. by F G. P. (Quaderni della
Rassegna, ) Florence: Cesati. .  pp. €. ISBN –––
–.

is volume is a collection of eleven essays by established Gadda scholars. Born
from a sense of unease about issues that still arise in rereading Gadda today, the
book addresses the following questions: now that the process of his canonization
is complete, who is Gadda? And what does Gadda offer to us, in the face of his
impressively large body of work, disarranged and rearranged within multiple con-
texts? In tackling these questions, the collection rejects the image of Gadda as an
‘unexportable’ classic of Italian literature, and this intention is evident in the de-
cision to assemble contributions in four languages by scholars from all over Europe
(two essays are in English, one is in German and one in French; the remainder are
in Italian).

In the opening essay, Federica G. Pedriali points to a crucial paradox: although
he is ‘notorious for having compromised the integrity of practically all his texts,
thus also appearing to have sacrificed, or lost, or never really had [. . .] a clear
authorial intention’ (p. ), Gadda is ‘not at all vanishing in, or vanquished by
his texts’ (ibid.). What we witness, Pedriali notes, ‘is, rather, an authorship with
authority, and exploiting the gravity of thought to precipitate, literally, the ultimate
continuity of the discontinuous book: the one maximising gaps, to stop all gaps’
(ibid.). ese preliminary considerations are followed by two comparative studies.
In the first, by Federico Bertoni (‘Il romanzo moltiplicato: Gadda nel Novecento’),
Gadda’s work resonates with Svevo, Proust, Musil, Woolf, and Joyce, modernist
writers sharing a notion of reality as irreducible to any explanatory attempt by
literature. In the following essay (‘La lingua del sì e quelle del no’), Gabriele Frasca
dwells on the affinity between Gadda, Nabokov, and Beckett, with particular regard
to their search for a ‘post-traumatic language’ (p. ), and lays emphasis on the
continuity between their works and that of Joyce.

Taking into account several non-narrative writings where Gadda deals with the
nature and meaning of art and literature, Giuseppe Stellardi (‘“In nome di quale
poetica”? L’antipoetica di Gadda’) brings into focus the impossibility for Gadda
of articulating a poetics, and understands this impossibility, along the lines that
emerge in the essay by Bertoni, as a consequence of Gadda’s gradual realization
of the irreducibility of reality to a literary rationalization. As Giuseppe Bonifacino
explains in ‘Dalla polarità alla deformazione: il realismo “noumenico” di Gadda’,
Gadda has a polar notion of reality, meaning that reality works, for him, as a polar-
ity of semblance and noumenon. As the polar and secret reverse of the semblance,


